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HOPE MOHR DANCE



THE COMPANY

MISSION
The mission of Hope Mohr Dance is to create, present and foster outstanding contemporary art at 
the intersection of the body and critical thinking. 

HISTORY 
Hope Mohr Dance (HMD) was founded by Artistic Director Hope Mohr in 2007. Since then 
Mohr has premiered over 30 original works which have been described as “insistently inventive,” 
(East Bay Express), “highly experimental and consistently refreshing.” (S.F. Weekly) Mohr’s work 
has been recently presented and/or commissioned by: Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, San 
Francisco International Arts Festival, West Wave Festival, Montalvo Arts Center, ODC Theater, 
Stanford University, and Motion Pacific.

In addition to being a platform for Mohr’s choreography, HMD also runs the critically-acclaimed 
Bridge Project, a presenting program that approaches curating as a form of community 
organizing. The Bridge Project invites cutting-edge artists and activists to the Bay Area to 
perform, teach and engage in conversations that cross discipline, geography and perspective. 
Recently featured Bridge Project artists and activists include Netta Yerushalmy, Lisa Evans 
of Peacock Rebellion, Maryam Rostami, Monique Jenkinson, Judith Butler, boychild, Jack 
Halberstam, Becca Blackwell, Julie Tolentino, Miguel Gutierrez, and Diane Madden.

HMD is currently a company in residence at ODC Theater and receives institutional support from 
the National Endowment for the Arts, the California Arts Council, San Francisco Grants for the 
Arts, the San Francisco Arts Commission, The Fleishhacker Foundation, The Kenneth Rainin 
Foundation, the Sakana Foundation and the Zellerbach Family Foundation.
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ABOUT HOPE MOHR
Hope Mohr is a choreographer, curator and writer. 
She trained at S.F. Ballet School and trained on 
scholarship at the Merce Cunningham and Trisha 
Brown Studios. She performed in the companies 
of dance pioneers Lucinda Childs and Trisha 
Brown. Passionate about pursuing both community 
organizing and dance, Mohr earned a J.D. from 
Columbia Law School, where she was a Columbia 
Human Rights Fellow. 

In 2007, Mohr returned to San Francisco to establish 
Hope Mohr Dance to create, present and foster 
outstanding art at the intersection of critical thinking 

and the body. Mohr has held residencies at Stanford Arts Institute, ODC Theater, Montalvo Arts 
Center, and the Interdisciplinary Laboratory for Art, Nature and Dance. She was named to the 
YBCA 100 in 2015 and was a 2016 Fellow at Yerba Buena Center for the Arts. She recently held 
open rehearsals at SFMOMA as part of painter Liam Everett’s 2017 SECA Award exhibit. 

HMD’s signature curatorial platform the Bridge Project approaches curating as community 
organizing to convene cultural conversations that cross discipline, geography, and perspective. 
Mohr’s work organizing programs to support other artists “goes beyond [her] work as 
choreographer and artistic director to lead processes often executed by performing arts 
presenters and venues” (ODC Theater Director Julie Potter). In 2014, Dance Magazine editor-in-
chief Wendy Perron named Mohr as one of the “women leaders” in dance.

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

ARTIST STATEMENT 

When I speak of poetry, I speak of dance. My primary tool in making dance is 
deconstruction. I break down movement to get at strangeness. I break down movement 
to excavate a voice closer to the bone. Making a dance feels like doing a million 
close readings—of the body. I break down movement to get somewhere unfamiliar. 
Because “we are most ourselves when we are not ourselves.” (Hilton Als). I break down 
movement to push against the traditions of white formalism that have shaped me 
(Merce Cunningham, Trisha Brown, Lucinda Childs). 

I don’t know where I’m going but I’ll get there in fragments. Maybe in the spaces 
between fragments there is a possibility of belonging to something bigger than me. 
Something oceanic.



THE BRIDGE PROJECT

ABOUT THE BRIDGE PROJECT
The Bridge Project approaches curating as a form of community organizing to facilitate cultural 
conversations that cross discipline, geography, and perspective.  What began as a commitment 
to celebrating female choreographers in 2010 has since expanded, focusing more broadly on 
supporting marginalized artists. 

The goals of the Bridge Project are to:
t� Create an intellectual commons for and among artists;
t� Promote alliances and relationships among artists;
t� Facilitate relationships among artists and activists in the struggle toward equity.

Bridge Project programming includes:
t� Annual performance season: featuring performances on a central theme by Bridge Project 

artists, activists and scholars.  
t� Teaching Artist Series: year-round offerings of public workshops and lectures with master 

teachers and artists.
t� Community Engagement Residency: new in 2017, the year-long Community Engagement 

Residency (CER) is designed to provide sanctuary and creative opportunity to marginalized 
artists.  In addition to fair compensation for all artists involved, the CER provides 
administrative and production support for public events such as performances, community 
gatherings and workshops hosted by the residency’s lead artist.

For more information on the Bridge Project visit www.hopemohr.org/curating

Photo: Maryam Rostami by Robbie Sweeney; boychild by Matthew Stone; Lisa Evans by Sonjhai Megette



FEATURED WORK

EXTREME LYRIC I (2018)
6 dancers, 60 minutes
extreme lyric I is an experimental work of dance theater by choreographer Hope Mohr inspired by 
the cultural legacies of the poet Sappho. HMD has permission to use Anne Carson’s translation 
of Sappho for the project, which will be Mohr’s second time working with Carson’s translations of 
the classics, following Mohr’s acclaimed co-direction of Carson’s Antigonick in 2015. Many credit 
Sappho with inventing the “lyric I”—poetry channeling the desires of a single person. Today, the “lyric 
I” undergirds Western identity politics: we learn to name ourselves and frame our experience in terms 
of our desires. Some expressions of the “lyric I” are toxic, but some are liberating. How can we honor 
our desires without succumbing to their toxic tendencies? Most of Sappho’s work survives only in 
fragments and thus extreme lyric I will be a study of fragment. Choreographer Mohr will explore the 
nature of the fragment in terms of syntax, visibility, and time. As with others on the margins of history, 
Sappho’s story is not ready-made. extreme lyric I asks: How do we cope with faulty archives? If we 
speak before we identify the “I”, what movement in the body and in the body politic is possible?

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE
OCT 4-7, 2018: World premiere at ODC Theater
Available for touring October 2018
Photo: Margo Moritz 



PRECARIOUS (2017)
6 dancers, 55 minutes
An intimate farewell to Klockar’s, a unique 
historic space and the last industrial 
blacksmith shop in San Francisco.

PERFORMANCE HISTORY
JAN 2017: Klockar’s Blacksmith Shop, 
SF (Precarious Part 1)
MAR 2017: Movement Research at 
Judson Church, NYC
JUN 2017: Counterpulse SF, 
(Precarious Part 2, preceded by a labor 
history walking tour in conjunction with 
Shaping SF.)
OCT 2017: Yerba Buena Night, SF
DEC 2017: California Institute of Integral 
Studies: Bodies in Resistance, SF 

Video Highlights: vimeo.com/223177323

HMD & VISUAL ARTIST 
CO-LABS (ONGOING)
HMD activates museums and gallery 
spaces with bodies in motion, 
open choreographic processes and 
performances in conversation with 
visual artists and their works.  HMD 
is in ongoing collaboration with the 
following visual artists: Liam Everett, Ranu 
Mukherjee, and Tracy Taylor Grubbs. 

PROJECT HISTORY
JUN 2017: Now not Now, a collaboration 
with painter Ranu Mukherjee, presented 
by Gallery Wendi Norris.
AUG/SEPT 2017: HMD Open Rehearsals 
at SFMOMA as part of painter Liam 
Everett’s SECA Award exhibit.

Video Highlights: vimeo.com/237012634
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ADDITIONAL 
REPERTORY
MANIFESTING (2016) 
6 dancers, 45 minutes
An evening-length dance theater work inspired by artist manifestos and 
exploring the interplay between desires and rules in the creative process. 

PERFORMANCE HISTORY
JUN 2016: ODC Theater, SF (premiere)
FEB 2017: Yerba Buena Center for the Arts
FEB 2017: Shotgun Player’s BLAST Festival

Video Highlights: vimeo.com/176666856

STAY (2015) 
5 dancers, 35 minutes
A choreographic response to the work of Francis Bacon. 

PERFORMANCE HISTORY 
MAY 2015: ODC Theater, SF (premiere)
OCT 2015: Yerba Buena Night, SF 
OCT 2015: Stanford University 
JAN 2016: the Alvin Ailey Center, NYC
JUN 2016: ODC Theater, SF

Video Highlights: vimeo.com/131453338

ROUTE 20 (2014) 
3 dancers, 20 minutes
Dancers navigate high-stakes partnering as they move between story.

PERFORMANCE HISTORY
APR 2014: ODC Theater, SF (premiere) 
SEP 2014: PUSHfest Dance Festival
OCT 2014: the Battery, SF 
OCT 2014: Yerba Buena Night 
JAN 2015: the Alvin Ailey Center, NYC
MAY 2015: California Academy of Sciences

Video Highlights: vimeo.com/95416494

For a full HMD performance history, visit:
www.hopemohr.org/performance-history

Photos by Margo Moritz (top to bottom): Manifesting ,Stay, Route 20 



BRIDGE PROJECT 
RECENT HIGHLIGHTS
2018
Netta Yerushalmy’s Paramodernities (co-produced by ODC Theater)
A multidisciplinary series of lecture-performances or dance-experiments generated 
through deconstructions of landmark modern choreographies.  

Deconstructing Dance History: A Studio Practice 
A workshop with Netta Yerushalmy

2017
Radical Movements: Gender and Politics in Performance 
(co-produced by Counterpulse) 
Artists, activists and thinkers in conversation and performance inspired by the 
question: What does it mean to have a radical body? Featuring original works by: 
boychild & Jack Halberstam, Judith Butler & Monique Jenkinson, Lisa Evans (of 
Peacock Rebellion), Maryam Rostami & Julie Tolentino.

They, Themself & Schmerm
Transactor Becca Blackwell’s disturbingly hilarious personal tale of identity, abuse, 
sexuality and gender. 

Making Work
A workshop with Miguel Gutierrez

2016
Ten Artists Respond to Locus (co-produced by YBCA)
A multidisciplinary exchange inspired by dance pioneer Trisha Brown. Featuring 
performances of original works by Xandra Ibarra, the Affinity Project, Cheryl 
Leonard, Amy Foote, Peiling Kao, Gregory Dawson, Laura Larry Arrington, Gerald 
Casel, Tracy Taylor Grubbs, Frances Richard & a workshop and public talk with 
Diane Madden, co-Artistic Director of the Trisha Brown Dance Company.

Performers and Authorship
A workshop with Chrysa Parkinson

2015
Rewriting Dance
An exploration of the intersection between language and choreographic thinking. 
Featuring workshops, performances and discussions with Deborah Hay, Jeanine 
Durning and Alva Noe.

2014
Have We Come a Long Way, Baby?
An intergenerational celebration of female postmodern choreographers. Featuring 
performances and discussions with Anna Halprin, Simone Forti, and Lucinda Childs.

Photos (top to bottom): Monique Jenkinson by Arturo Cosenza, boychild by John Hill, Lisa Evans 
by Jacob Marks, Maryam Rostami by Jacob Marks



PRESS HIGHLIGHTS

“The evening served up an accessible and 
stimulating blend of sophisticated queer theory and 
radical politics alongside personal anecdote and a 
modest but sincere lovefest across the disciplinary 
divide...There was an unspoken but palpable 
sense of disorientation, along with the slightly 
giddy wonder at what might happen, when two 
mutually admiring representatives of two mutually 
exclusive worlds (art and academe, for short) let 
their respective guards down.” 

- Robert Avila, “A philosopher and a drag queen 
meet on a dance floor...” 48 HILLS, December 7, 
2017

“For several years Hope Mohr’s Bridge Project has 
connected history and the present moment, art 
and intellectual probing.” 

- “His/Her/Their Moves”, DANCE MAGAZINE, 
November, 2017

“An evening of brilliant theatrical extremes” 

- Heather Desaulniers, “Hope Mohr 
Dance,” DANCE COMMENTARY, June 12th, 
2016

“Hope Mohr is perennially inquisitive. The intellectual 
curiosity evident in her choreography extends to 
the intriguing, post-modern dance experiments 
she orchestrates each year under the imprint of the 
Bridge Project.” 

- Carla Escoda, “Fall Dance Season Will Bring 
Political Fury to Bay Area Stages” KQED ARTS, 
August 22, 2017

“A rigorous conceptual approach to fundamental 
questions about the body in space and time...
beautifully layered work with some of the Bay 
Area’s individually strongest dancers” 

- Rita Felciano, “Two Ways of Shaping,” DANCE 
VIEW TIMES,  May 28, 2015

“Rather than creating a bridge that reinforced 
the distinctions between disciplines, the Bridge 
Project offered a view of an inclusive community—
one in which complementary, rather than 
disparate, pursuits benefited each other and those 
in attendance.” 

-Joe Ferguson, “Science, Philosophy and 
Performance Art in ‘The [2015] Bridge 
Project,’”  SCIART IN AMERICA, Dec. 28, 2015

Photo (L to R): boychild & Jack Halberstam by John HIll



CONTACT

GENERAL INFORMATION
Hope Mohr Dance
P.O. Box 225237
San Francisco, CA 94122
info@hopemohr.org / 415.867.5570

STAFF
Hope Mohr, Artistic Director
Bhumi Patel, Program Coordinator
Karla Quintero, Director of Marketing 
& Development
Megan Wright, Special Projects
Parker Murphy, Webmaster
Kevin Clarke, Graphic Designer
John Hill, Public Relations
Freddie Long, Accountant

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Catherine Conway Honig
Tracy Taylor Grubbs
Leslie Ziegler
Hope Mohr

ADVISORY COUNCIL
Julian Carter
Katie Fahey
Jen Norris
Abby Reyes

FUNDERS
National Endowment for the Arts
California Arts Council
Center for Cultural Innovation
San Francisco Grants for the Arts
Kenneth Rainin Foundation
Sakana Foundation
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Last month in San Francisco, Hope Mohr Dance hosted their 2017 Bridge Project, Radical 
Movements: Gender and Politics in Performance. This year the program was organized around 
the question "What does it mean to have a radical body?" Maxe Crandall and Selby Schwartz 
attended each night of the festival and wrote a fragmented response to the themes that 
emerged from the program. During the course of two weeks they saw Judith Butler and Monique 
Jenkinson dance under a disco ball, boychild get into a drag-remix conversation with fan Jack 
Halberstam, Lisa Evans use sound to challenge identity, and Maryam Rostami teach the 
audience how to cry, among other collective actions. 
In this piece Maxe Crandall and Selby Schwartz return to precise moments of these 
performances in writing, as a way of re-seeing them from new perspectives. A needed 
ventilation shaft, away from the usual trappings of convention, consumerism and 
institutionalized thought. They write while waving mainstream au revoir, a gesture that grows 
into movement, integrated to that of the performances they witnessed. 
- Amelia Bande, co-editor 

 
Each year as part of the Bridge Project, Hope Mohr Dance hosts a series of multi-disciplinary 
performances, workshops, and panels to highlight where dance is already in conversation with 
theory, politics, and activism. Conceiving of “curating as a form of community organizing,” Mohr 
describes the Bridge Project in terms of the relationships it fosters—in particular, relationships 
between “artists and activists in the struggle toward equity.” This year’s programme, Radical 
Movements: Gender and Politics in Performance, included Monique Jenkinson & Judith Butler, 
boychild & Jack Halberstam, Lisa Evans of Peacock Rebellion, Maryam Rostami, and Julie 

https://movementresearch.org/publications/critical-correspondence/about


Tolentino with her collaborators in the Community Engagement Residency Amara Tabor-Smith, 
Larry Arrington, Xandra Ibarra, and Maurya Kerr, joined by Debra Levine and Scot Nakagawa. 
Conversations like these can be galvanizing in this political moment, but they can also fall out of 
memory all too quickly as we move to organize and resist. Because so many of these 
performances were concerned with the marking of time, and because we were moved by the 
urgency in Radical Movements, now we attempt to make space for remembering what 
happened. So we ask, What can happen in two weeks? 

 
photo: Judith Butler holding Monique Jenkinson’s head, photo by: Julian 

Carter 

 

In the opening conversation, “Ordinary Practices of the Radical Body,” Judith Butler and 
Monique Jenkinson danced onto the CounterPulse stage under the giddy whirling of a disco 
ball. Recounting their own histories of dance and gender, Butler and Jenkinson produced a 
score that centered vulnerability and touch while allowing for improvisation. By “helping each 
other to persist,” as Butler said, we can create more conversational choreographies—embodied 
dialogues that reflect how we lean, pull, and support each other. At one point, Jenkinson 
introduced Butler to one of her own “ordinary practices”: one person rests on the floor, and the 



other holds the full weight of her head, cradling the base of the skull. Small rituals like this 
opened up space to discuss “how the body theorizes,” how to “share weight,” and, overall, how 
to move against the norm that says dancers dance and academics think. 
 
“And how did you become a theory queen?” Butler playfully asked Jenkinson. In order to answer 
the question—who becomes a theory, or a queen, or both, and how?—they swerved into 
storytelling. Butler confessed that as a young person she had wanted to be “either a philosopher 
or a clown,” and Jenkinson reminisced about her years in ballerina drag.  
 
Both Butler and Jenkinson were undergraduates at Bennington, it turns out, but by the time 
Jenkinson was reading Irigaray, Butler was spending the summer in New York with Wendy 
Perron (now Dance Magazine’s Editor-at-Large), who was then dancing for Trisha Brown. 
Perron and Butler would pick a fancy restaurant, plaster themselves to the windows, and slide 
dramatically down the glass, like slow-motion roadkill. “We would wait to see if the good 
bourgeois people were alarmed,” Butler said. (They weren’t.) These “choreographies of 
collapse,” as Jenkinson called them, lead to the floor. And so both Butler and Jenkinson fell to 
the marley—“‘cause if you kept going in those shoes, girlfriend…” Butler remarked when 
Jenkinson kicked off her heeled boots—and then rested there, their bodies stilled. They talked 
together in that state of rest: fascia, the pelvis, the pain of joints. 
 
The conditions of the everyday—including those that “make mobility possible for some,” as 
Butler pointed out—can determine so much of where our bodies can take us. At the end of the 
two weeks, the final performance looked back on this beginning, with Debra Levine remarking, 
“60,000 people marched in a Nazi demonstration in Poland this week. [Judith Butler] got 
denounced and screamed at in Brazil this week by the religious right. Last week she was here, 
talking about dancing in the street.” 
 
When do we sing, and when do we fight? 
 
Before anyone has spoken, boychild stands like a boxer at the edge of a dull ring of light on 
stage. She throws a shoulder forward, cagey and light, and then twitches it back fast. Her hands 
pulse, as if her fingertips were enunciating something electrical. In the absence of words, in the 
presence of rhythm, the deconstructed fight that boychild throws herself into demands a 
concentration of breath. There is an intensified silence where we are enveloped into the 
complex space of these small movements. The effort seems to emerge from shifting impulses: 
to construct and demolish, to work and to dance, to perform art or to return to basic physical 
response. Through the lens of the conversation with fan Jack Halberstam, boychild’s 
experimental drag challenges the boundaries of the body and remixes conventional drag 
repertoire with futuristic technologies. 
 
The drag toward the self is rarely considered as as a labor of ordinary practices: breathing, 
warming up, moving over, turning back. boychild’s miniscule movements become extravagant 
world-making—“a rehearsal for the future,” as program notes called it. In Lisa Evans’ solo 



performance, You Really Should Sit Like a Lady (or how I got to femme), the drag towards 
selfhood was staged through embodied anthems of resistance. Evans’ storytelling overlaid a 
soundtrack of Motown, R&B, and Evans’ own live mixing of vocal performance. The attention to 
sound—and how it can produce collective identity, new selves, and political movements—draws 
on Evans’ experiences as a multi-disciplinary artist and community organizer with Peacock 
Rebellion in Oakland. 
 

 
photo: Lisa Evans in the 2017 Bridge Project, photo by: Jacob Marks 

 
As they philosophized on the power and the pain of growing into oneself, Evans transformed 
into and out of a series of femme and Black avatars. Their opening line (“I always thought 
femme was just a queer version of ‘lady’--another thing I could never be”) established the 
struggle for identity within an intersectional frame. “It always begins with the circumference of 
my wrist,” Evans announced, introducing us to their father, a black belt in taekwondo, who 
obsessively trained them from an early age. In a pointed revision of this training, Evans brought 
the audience to its feet, teaching us a self-defense move that requires synchronized movement 
to free the wrist. In its incorporation of song and fight, Evans’ revolutionary lyricism dramatized 
the urgent movement toward becoming. 
 
When does surface become depth? 
 
At the gate of a summer-house outside of Tehran, Maryam Rostami remembers in her solo 
Untitled 1396, her mother and grandmother stood watching a procession of worshippers as they 
walked through the streets. “Bitter, urgent tears” ran down their faces, and their backs were 
flecked with blood: their bodies were marked by grief. But the grieving—the weeping, the 
flagellation, the mass of mourners—was for a death from centuries ago. “How can you be so 
upset about something that happened 1300 years ago?” she asked the audience. How can you 
reflect the past on the surfaces of your present body? 



 
Photo: Maryam Rostami in the 2017 Bridge Project, photo by: Jacob Marks 

 

In a folding chair set so far downstage that her black silk dressing-gown almost brushed the knees of 
people in the front row, Maryam Rostami began to teach us how to cry. First, you make a slope of 
the sides of your eyebrows; then, flattening the nose, flaring a little in the nostrils, bowing and 
rounding out the lips; finally, a beautiful welling at the lower eyelid, a single tear gathering itself. You 
let the breath catch in your throat. But, as in lipsync, the body doesn’t produce its own expression: 
the body makes a surface. 
 
In the stage-light, that surface reflects all of the ways that bodies are inscribed. Rostami was twelve 
years old, that year in Tehran; it was her first time wearing a hijab. She recalled the feeling of “fitting 
in”—of being wrapped in the fabric, with its unambiguous gendering. Draped over her body, a 
gleaming golden sheet stood in for the hijab, for the disjunction of years across calendars, for the 
impossible space of time. How to make your face cry: all of these structures and surfaces collude to 
produce a single tear. 



How do we get to radical intimacy? 
 
Entering the Joe Goode Annex on the closing day of the Bridge Project was a return to the hive. 
Attendees entered and left in a continuous stream during the three-hour piece, while Julie 
Tolentino, Larry Arrington, Xandra Ibarra, Maurya Kerr, and Amara Tabor-Smith offered their 
“performance-in-practice installation,” which unfolded across a shifting landscape of evolving 
activities. A.U.L.E.—an un-named lived experience explored nearly every surface of the annex. 
Tolentino’s old friends, Debra Levine and Scot Nakagawa, provided live reflection that swept in 
and out of conversation, their words projected on facing corners of the room. 
 
“Are we at Party City?” Levine typed, riffing on the black balloons that were being repurposed 
into a kind of companion body by Kerr. Over near the entrance, Arrington was building a 
decomposing garden from string and dried flowers. In the opposite corner, performers and 
audience members rifled through a pile of slides over a square light table. When the bodies of 
the four dancers came together, they tangled. Kerr was bundled up like a chrysalis and dragged 
across the stage, the points of her elbows poking upwards, a butterfly in a body bag. Ibarra 
leaned over Arrington, chin to chin, jawing her mouth open and closed in wordless dialogue. In 
the last part of the piece, the four dancers retreated together to the back wall, where a swath of 
butcher paper had been laid down. They entwined like a swarm on the paper, rolling and falling. 
As they were moving, they took up black chalk and began tracing the chaotic outline of their 
massed bodies. 
 

 
Photo: A.U.L.E. in the Bridge Project 2017, photo by: John Hill 

 
A.U.L.E. devised a shared processing space for recentering, reconceptualizing, reintegrating. 
From inside the work, Levine mused, “I think of Julie as mapping out an entire environment so 
that everyone is aware of the terms of their engagement.” The floor light became a microphone 
for Tabor-Smith; the slides became a singular mess rather than a collection; our own bodies 



were animated as fixtures within the space, especially when Tolentino layered mirrors, plastic, 
and fabrics over the audience near the end of the piece. The scale felt both epic and miniature, 
a cascade of gestures across aural, physical, and visual landscapes. Their active 
deconstruction of the collective became an invitation toward a next communal form. 
In the Q&A, the artists discussed their cultivation of intimacy in practice, putting virtuosity and 
training in the service of “the possibility of generosity with each other,” as Kerr explained. 
“Technique is overrated,” Tabor-Smith declared, “and connection is underrated.” In their 
exploration of relations between objects, each other’s bodies, and performance and practice, 
they were seeking a center that only appeared at the edges, where forms overlapped. “We were 
focusing on the periphery of everything,” Ibarra said afterwards. The unnamed experience, too, 
suggested that first, the social bonds are formed, and then we make things from those relations. 
Levine and Nakagawa, perhaps unknowingly, provided a back catalog of all of the things 
Tolentino has made from community, as they remembered their own histories of AIDS activism 
and care-taking with her. 
 
The Bridge Project reimagines and even celebrates conversation as a form that brings us body 
to body. What can we do, together, with the bodies that we have? And what can we do with the 
bodies that we have together? At the conjured intersections between different ways of doing, 
these collaborations suggest how we can tend to the queer bonds between bodies and ideas. 
Radical movements, both physical and political, sometimes remain in the realm of the airy, the 
ideational, the abstract; they only become movements when you do what you say. In both 
cases, there is risk; in both cases, there is togetherness. 

 

 

 

Maxe Crandall 
Maxe Crandall is a writer whose work engages experimental 
forms in political contexts. His book about AIDS archives, The 
Nancy Reagan Collection, is forthcoming from Futurepoem.  
 

 

 

Selby Wynn Schwartz 
Selby Wynn Schwartz writes about dance and the politics of 
embodiment. Her work has been published in Women & 
Performance, PAJ, Dance Research Journal, TSQ, In Dance, 
and The Oxford Handbook of Sc... 
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Two Ways of Shaping 
"Stay," "The Material of Attention" 
Hope Mohr Dance 
ODC Theater 
San Francisco, CA 
May 28, 2015 

by Rita Felciano 
copyright by Rita Felciano, 2015 

It's, perhaps, not surprising that Hope Mohr, 
a former student of Lucinda Childs, Trisha 
Brown and Margaret Jenkins, brings a 
rigorous conceptual approach to her dance 
making. Both of her new works, "Stay", a 
quintet inspired by the painter Francis 
Bacon, and "The Material of Attention," co-
directed by Mohr and choreographer/dancer 
Christian Burns, ask fundamental questions 
about the body in space and time. One is 
choreographed; the other is an 
improvisation within given parameters. 

Mohr has said that "Stay" was influenced by 
her reaction to Bacon's canvasses that elicit 
strong responses without a narrative. "I 
want to show that in the context of abstract 
art there can be emotional connection -- 
among dancers, and between performers 

and audience," she has said. I am not sure whether in terms of dance this can be done. Perhaps 
Mohr set herself an impossible task. Yet in the process she created a beautifully layered work with 
some of the Bay Area's individually strongest dancers.  

While music and painting can be abstract, or at least approach that state, I don't think dance can. 
Whether it is Balanchine or Childs, the human body is always present in the dance, and the body is 
never abstract. In order to communicate through dance, of course, you do not need narrative, plot 
or character but the minute you put a human being on stage, there is a weight to it -- I like to call 
it "a story". When Michael Galloway entered in "Stay" with short clipped phrases, finger snaps and 
head bobs, interjected with short pauses, I saw Hope's shaping hands, but also saw a young, 
slender male in action. Did he seem lost? Curious? I couldn't tell but the question lingered. 

No matter the theory behind "Stay", the work communicated strongly through the precision and 
intricacy of its intriguing imagery and the elegance of its shifting stage pictures, much enhanced 
by David Szlasa's color-saturated lighting design. A movable light bulb arrow evinced strong 
directionality; it acted as a commentary on the dance. 

There were moments when, aligned against one of the wall, some the dancers seemed frozen in 
fear. Uncertainty, in a hunched shoulder or backward glance, seemed to course through the piece. 
Galloway blankly looking at us sported a long tail -- James Graham and Patrick Barnes slithering 
along the floor behind him. In a duet of wide stances and hip rolls, lunges and reaches and 

Patrick(Barnes(and(James(Graham(in("Stay."(Photo(©(by(
Margo(Moritz. 



mirroring images the very differently trained Tegan Schwab and Lindsey Renee Derry attempted, 
and almost succeeded in, synchronicity. 

Perhaps most stunning was the repeated pairing of Graham and Barnes, the former moving 
smooth as silk against Barnes' muscular weight. Barnes threw himself into space and onto the 
floor with all his force and yet appeared in total control. Graham on cat's paws slithered and 
turned his body every way as if its constituent parts moved independently. Sidling up to Barnes he 
made contact with his sense of smell, and they engaged each other playfully in hand-over-hand 
encounters. 

"Material" turned out to be splendid sextet with an intricate patchwork score by Szlasa, 
interspersed with long periods of silence when you became aware of the sounds of bodies in 
motion. Szlasa included among borrowed musical samples, electronica, fragmentary observations 
from Burns and Hope and a mysterious concoction of bells above animal grunts. Most intriguingly, 
a recurring telephone message from gallery owner Paule Anglim asked to be called. Anglim died 
this past April, so whence that voice and request to talk? 

In the opening passage "Material" felt almost like a playground, such was the ease with which 
these dancers (Aidan DeYoung, Graham, Peiling Kao, Murphy, Schwab and Megan Wright) took to 
space at top energy level but without interfering with each other. The whole piece highlighted the 
individuality and similarity of these performers even as it showcased the many different ways 
dancers give and take. At one point V-form arms looked funny, elegant and hesitant. A line of 
outstretched hands connected the dancers precariously. A common weight shift -- and its 
mutations -- recalled a boxer's stance. In one duet one dancer dove into another couple, and all 
of a sudden you had a pile of performers in front of you. Right before the end, stage left, it sure 
looked as if the dancers were attempting a mosh pit -- gentle, funny, but still. . . 

The extensive use of duets -- so varied, so clear and so fluid -- reminded me that a colleague 
once observed that contact improv was her favorite form of dance watching. "Material" was more 
than that, but my friend would have loved it. 

!
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Hope Mohr Dance 

Manifesting, Stay 
✰✰ 

San Francisco, ODC Theater 
09 June 2016 
www.hopemohr.org 
odcdance.org

What is the purpose of an artist’s manifesto? When does a defined creative
vision ossify into a rigid, limiting doctrine? Can artists use the rational rules set
out in a manifesto to access the irrational, emotional aspects of their creativity?
San Francisco postmodern choreographer Hope Mohr has pondered these
questions for the past few years. She has codified her responses in the
performance-art piece Manifesting, which premiered on Thursday at the ODC
Theater.

Mohr brings considerable bona fides to bear on the discussion; she holds a
bachelor’s in women’s studies from Stanford University and a law degree from
Columbia; trained at San Francisco Ballet School as a child, she went on to
train with Merce Cunningham and became a member of Trisha Brown’s
company in the early 2000s. Long interested in the relationship between
language and the intuitive aspects of choreography, she crafted a script for
Manifesting using direct quotes from manifestoes for Dada, self-described
“feminist avengers” the Guerrilla Girls, Antonin Artaud, Japan’s Gutai Art
Association, Hungarian-American conceptual artist Agnes Denes and, of
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Wiley Naman Strasser, Tara McArthur, James Graham and Kenny Toll in Manifesting. 
© Margo Moritz. (Click image for larger version)
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course, Yvonne Rainer’s “No Manifesto.” Mohr added conversational tidbits
that traffic in emotional responses to life and work, a sendup of critics’
commentary and an argument about whether or not it is acceptable to veer off-
script, or off-manifesto. 

Jane Selna and Tara McArthur in Manifesting. 

© Margo Moritz. (Click image for larger version)

She enlisted numerous collaborators in this quest. Beth Wilmurt, a member of
Berkeley’s experimental theater company Shotgun Players, set Mohr’s text to
an acapella score, and Mohr specifically cast dancers who are adept at
singing, acting and speaking on microphone as well as the gestural movement
that mostly makes up the work. James Graham, Tara McArthur, Jane Selna,
Jenny Stulberg, Kenny Toll and Wiley Naman Strasser contributed to the
collaborative creation process. In his sound score, Theodore J.H. Hulsker
interspersed ringtones, telephone hold messages and off-the-hook beeps; their
connection to the theme was not obvious.

Cued by Toll on guitar and melodica, the dancers performed chants, rhythmic
exhalations and lyrical passages with clear voices and full commitment, aided
by Wilmurt’s arrangements; while the score is melodically complex and
includes some rounds, it is mostly free of harmonies. Lyrics include “if you’re a
stay-at-home-mom…or a personal trainer / everybody needs a manifesto” and
“when you follow each rule / and can discard your list … you prove to yourself
/ that you can go it alone.” Between songs, the dancers, dressed in red, black
or white leggings and tops, move between near-chaos and reflective pauses to
suggest a panoply of shifting relationships. 

That those relationships are believable and deeply felt, if inscrutable, is
testament to their and Mohr’s discipline as performers; if they divulge too little
of their point of view on the material, they are to be commended for trusting
the audience enough to meet the work on their own terms.  Graham writhes at
center floor while the rest pound manically on portable tables that surround
him; McArthur explodes into a spastic solo, finally halted by Strasser’s
embrace. Synchronized head shakes echo jittery foot flicks, the ensemble
breaks into frantic leaping, they don animal masks at the onset of a mad
scramble to tear up sheaves of hand-scribbled manifestos, and then use fans
to blow them into expressionistic snow while chanting surreal nothing-
somethings into handheld microphones – as the Guerilla Girls say, “You’d be
surprised what comes out of your mouth when you’re wearing a gorilla mask.” 

http://cvj1llwqcyay0evy-zippykid.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/mm-manifesting-jane-selna-tara-mcarthur-floor-hug_1000.jpg
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Wiley Naman Strasser in Manifesting. 

© Margo Moritz. (Click image for larger version)

Forty minutes later, have we gleaned answers to any of the triggering
questions? That’s not so certain. Manifestos are seated in their own time and
place, or in the minds that generate them – Dada’s response to the ravages of
World War I, for example, or Kandinsky’s synesthesia. Can manifestos enhance
access to the irrational recesses of the creative mind? It’s safe to presume that
artists create manifestos for the purpose of enabling their own vision or,
conversely, as an expression of it. It’s less clear whether one artist’s manifesto
can serve its original purpose for an artist of a different time, place, political
climate or state of mind. Without the manifesto’s author as referee and
enforcer, how can we be sure that we are exercising it with any veracity, or
even relevant intent?

Yvonne Rainer’s 1965 “No Manifesto” is an illustrative example. The ur-
postmodernist argued for stripping glamour, story and emotion from dance
with a list of don’ts, among them “no to spectacle, no to virtuosity, no to style,
no to the seduction of spectator by the wiles of the performer.” Fifty years on, it
is virtuosic dancers who manifest the visceral style that Mohr has employed in
the spectacle of Manifesting. The work will either seduce or not, depending on
each viewer’s frame of reference. In Tristan Tzara’s words, “Dada does not
mean anything,” so perhaps the best we can do is express ourselves in
accordance with our own beliefs, and then let our creations stand. 

I was called away at intermission and not able to see the second half of the bill,
the 2015 work Stay. Mohr’s “choreographic response to Francis Bacon” is a
pure-dance piece featuring Lindsey Renee Derry, Michael Galloway, James
Graham, Parker Murphy and Jane Selna. In interviews, Mohr has described
Stay as a “nonnarrative emotional experience” impelled by her personal
responses to Bacon’s often unsettling imagery. Video clips show discrete, lush
sequences that are both technical and expressive, some more theatrical and
others recalling the primal sensuality of Batsheva. 

DanceTabs © 2018 All Rights Reserved
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In Practice: Body Nerds: Judith Butler and 
Monique Jenkinson by Sima Belmar 

 

Monique Jenkinson, left, and Judith Butler in the 2017 Bridge Project / photo by John Hill 

On November 3, 2017, philosopher Judith Butler took to the CounterPulse stage and, be still my 
beating heart, danced. Joined in mutual illustriousness by Monique Jenkinson in a tempered 
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version of her drag persona, Fauxnique, the duo of theory queens performed Ordinary Practices 
of the Radical Body[1], what will go down in my personal history as the greatest lec-dem of all 
time. 
 
Picture it: two queer icons alone together on the dance floor, step-touching their way through 
theories of gender, embodied identity, and precarity. Their dancing demonstrated that the 
philosopher has a body and the dancer has a mind—in other words, everyone is a 
bodymind—and the toll dancing and scholarly labor takes on the body was made visible by their 
talk about it. For years I’ve been arguing that talking and dancing are never mutually exclusive 
enterprises, and both talking and dancing flesh out theory. Are we understanding something 
different about the same thing when we investigate that thing through non-verbal movement vs. 
through words? Can we arrive at the same understanding of the same thing from different 
sensory and cognitive approaches? Is that even a desirable goal? What do we want when we 
say we want to bridge the gap? Butler and Jenkinson chose to perform the gap, to wade in, 
swim, tread water, float, and play chicken in the gap—though there wasn’t a spirit of knocking 
opponents off shoulders. 
 
Dance is a popular metaphor among philosophers, including Nietzsche and Kierkegaard, but 
there was nothing metaphorical about these two dancing bodies theorizing. When Jenkinson 
mentioned the pelvic clock, she was referring to a somatic practice, not some idea about waning 
fertility; when Butler, discussing the body as a set of interrelationships, said, “Oh fascia, who 
knew? Fascia is the center of the universe!” she was locating the web of connections in her 
body as a source and a source of healing for her chronic joint pain. 
 
And yet, of course, Jenkinson and Butler were also illustrating the webs of the social through 
this bodily discourse. But before I turn to those connections, allow me to linger a bit longer on 
the subject of the philosopher’s body. 
 
When French critical theorist Evelyne Grossman visited UC Berkeley in 2010, she gave a 
seminar entitled, “An Authentical Body of Sensibility,” in which she discussed the drawings of 
theater director Antonin Artaud. In it, a student asked, “Why do you think Artaud drew pictures of 
teeth falling out?” And Grossman replied, “Because he had so much electroshock therapy—all 
his teeth fell out.” Later that same year, I took a seminar with Ramona Nadaff (whom I’d first met 
in dance class at Shawl Anderson—dancing scholars unite!) and discovered that Marx suffered 
terribly from carbuncles. 
 
Learning that Butler suffers from her own “systemic joint disease,” and hearing about her 
embodied practices—yoga, meditation, walking, swimming, getting up from the computer every 
20-40 minutes to move—brought me back to her 2009 Hegel seminar. I got into the seminar on 
the basis of a proposal to study the relationship between the Alexander Technique discourse 
and practice of “non-doing” and Western philosophies of the Self. Somatic practice meets 
critical theory. 
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Bookended by a little bit of Kant and a little bit of Marx, the course focused on Hegel’s 
Phenomenology of Spirit, which we read very slowly and very carefully. Despite this loving 
approach to the text, I took very little away in the way of Hegel’s philosophy (or Kant’s, or 
Marx’s). In fact, it’s a good thing there are no final exams based on content in graduate 
seminars because what I remember most from the course are Butler’s gestures. I often wouldn’t 
hear a word she was saying, so fixated was I on the symmetry of her hand gestures and the 
way that symmetry would break down as she held an idea in one hand and used the other hand 
to demonstrate its complexity. Any gesture studies scholar will tell you that the gestures of a 
philosopher have much to tell us about their thinking. We get to know something else or 
something more, even if that knowledge escapes verbal articulation—we enter the 
phenomenological feeling space of being together. But attending to the philosopher’s body does 
something else as well: it reminds us they have a body in the first place, and that they’re 
vulnerable, and that they give and require care. 
 
So, even before witnessing her James Brownesque shuffles and a move I’ll call “schlumpy 
chicken does the Hollywood hula,” Butler was already, for me, a species of dancer. And just like 
my experience in her seminar, my notes from her performance with Jenkinson are largely 
incomprehensible and my memory deeply selective. Here’s a selection: 
 

● Butler’s left fingers twitch as she lies on the stage, the seemingly involuntary gesture 
revealing layers of movement inscription—all the writing, all the typing, all the touching. 

● Butler erupts into a lasso maneuver amidst her rhythmic step-touches and says, “Well, 
some of us didn’t really want to dance but here I am.” 

● Jenkinson matches Butler’s step-touches and remembers the many conversations she 
has had “in this state, over the music, queering the conversation.” 

 
Butler and Jenkinson’s discussion revealed biographies that overlapped in ways that might have 
been surprising had the two not been performing with such synergy. Both are best known for 
pioneering work from decades ago (Butler’s Gender Trouble was published in 1990, Jenkinson 
won the Miss Trannyshack Pageant in 2003; I think Jenkinson spoke for them both when she 
said, “I’ve done a lot since then!”). Both went to Bennington College. And both have a 
long-standing and always evolving relationship to drag—Butler remembering the “gorgeous, 
fabulous, perfect freedom of expression” of the drag performers upstairs at Partners Bar in New 
Haven, Connecticut in the late 1970s and early 1980s, while the lesbians were “dancing, 
debating separatism, and breaking up” downstairs, Jenkinson noting that ballet is also drag, 
“a codified way of being feminine.” 



 

Monique Jenkinson, left, and Judith Butler in the 2017 Bridge Project / photo by John Hill 

Turning now to the social body, Butler told the story of how she and dance writer Wendy Perron, 
during their Bennington days, used to walk around Greenwich Village, “body slamming” into and 
sliding down the windows of fancy restaurants: “We would lose our balance, we would die, and 
wait to see if the good bourgeois people were alarmed—no one ran out.” These 
“choreographies of collapse” (Jenkinson quoting Perron) drew the discussion away from gender 
performativity and towards Butler’s theories of “precarious life,” “bodies that matter,” and 
“performative assembly.” This hilarious section (see photo) rubbed against the most somber of 
subjects, of “who might catch you, where you might land.” Jenkinson and Butler stumble walked 
together and fell together in an exploration of ground. “No one stands on their own,“ Butler said, 
and everyone requires ground on which to move—a floor, insurance, shoes, well-funded 
infrastructure: “The ground is part of the living that lets us live.” 
 
Lying on the floor in the somatic X, the two performers discussed the ordinary practices of the 
radical body and ways to find the radical in the ordinary, “How we help each other persist” 
(Butler). Jenkinson tried to explain the Feldenkrais Method, which she practices with Augusta 



Moore, saying, “It’s kind of this,” what we’re doing,” i.e. lying on the ground barely moving. “And 
then Augusta would say, ‘All right, now rest, that was a lot.’” Jenkinson’s Feldenkrais humor 
issued peals of recognition-laughter from the audience, and she called us all “body nerds.” I’ve 
never felt more understood in all my life. 
 

 

Judith Butler, left, and Monique Jenkinson in the 2017 Bridge Project / photo by John Hill 

After Jenkinson reflected on the wonder of the pubic bone being not a bone but two processes 
and a symphysis, the dynamically attuning duo got up to share some weight, took a minute of 
silent stillness each, inviting themselves to be seen [2], and took turns holding each other’s 
heads (see photo). This last precious exchange quieted the room—the intimacy of it, the 
performance of care. As Butler cradled Jenkinson skull, she wondered whether anyone would 
“speak with invective” if they were holding a head. Reflections on what constitutes a grievable 
life, a loseable life followed. And then, Butler asked Jenkinson, “How heavy was my head,” to 
which Jenkinson responded dramatically, “Unbearably heavy.” 
 
It is not my intention to make naturalizing associations between the body of the theorist and the 
theories she produces, but to remember that the theorist has a body and that the body of the 
theorist theorizes. As we age, we are forced to practice, to move, to think differently, finding our 
sensory capacities limited and expanded, in other words, changed. We change and the world 
changes for us. As I watched Butler and Jenkinson attend to their changing bodies in real time, 
physically and verbally, it seemed clear to me that their new attunements would undoubtedly 
affect their cultural products. 
 
But the ground of it all is life, liveable and grievable life. Just days after her performance with 
Jenkinson, on a visit to São Paolo, Brazil, Butler was met by a mob of violent, far right Christian 
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protestors who burned her in effigy[3]. A deeply frightening experience and yet, Butler is 
confident that “this contemporary sexual conservatism or what we might understand as a 
reactionary sexual politics is an effort to take us back to a world that will never come back. […] 
So we shouldn’t be worried that all of our steps will be reversed. They’re trying but they will not 
win because our side is on the side of greater acceptance, greater understanding, it offers more 
recognition to more people, and people want to live with freedom, they want to live with joy, they 
don’t want to live with shame and they don’t want to live with censorship, so we have joy and 
freedom on our side and that is why we will eventually win.”[4] 
 
Bearing witness to Monique and Judith, cradling each others’ heads, caring for and protecting 
the body of the dancing philosopher and the body of the philosopher dancer, it seems we have 
already won. 
 
That was a lot. Now rest. 
 
[1] “Ordinary Practices of the Radical Body” was the opening night performance of Hope Mohr’s 
2017 Bridge Project: Radical Movement: Gender and Politics in Performance, which was 
inspired by the question, “What does it mean to have a radical body?” and which deserves way 
more than a footnote. (Hope and I are in the midst of finding a time to talk so stay tuned.) 
[2] “What if every cell in our bodies (100 trillion) at once has the potential to invite being seen 
choosing to surrender the pattern of facing a single direction while perceiving all of the space in 
which I am performing (and time is my music…all of my movement is music).” (Deborah Hay, 
quoted on the PICA blog, http://pica.org/2006/09/20/i_still_ask_because_its_intere/). 
[3] See Scott Jaschik’s “Judith Butler on Being Attacked in Brazil” on Inside Higher Ed, 
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2017/11/13/judith-butler-discusses-being-burned-effigy-a
nd-protested-brazil . 
[4] “Judith Butler no Brasil | Quem tem medo de falar sobre gênero? [legendado],” TV Boitempo, 
published November 8, 2017, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=350&v=cozmjJpMakM. 
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Through a series of performances commemorating local artists and laborers
losing their place in San Francisco, Hope Mohr Dance
(http://www.hopemohr.org/) is celebrating its 10th anniversary this year in June. 

"Precarious" is a blend of a site-specific performance and studio work, with
separate acts taking place during a walking tour through SoMa, rich with labor
history, and a longer piece at CounterPulse Theater in the heart of the Tenderloin.

The performances focus on the body at work, and the differences between labor
of the past and how most work is done today.

Precarious! performers | Photo: Margo Mortiz

'Precarious:' Hope Mohr Dance Explores Role of Labor In Changing
City

http://www.hopemohr.org/


PHOTO: KLOCKARS BLACKSMITH & METAL/FACEBOOK
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The anniversary comes at a time when Mohr herself is navigating displacement in
a changing city. Last year, Mohr was developing a site-specific performance for
Klockars Blacksmith and Metal Works. Tracy Taylor Grubbs
(http://www.tracygrubbs.com/), whose work will also be displayed at
CounterPulse, lost her studio space at the shop that she had held for eight years.

The 1906 shop where blacksmith Tony Rossellini worked for forty-five years is a
small wooden building now surrounded by skyscrapers. The building is owned by
Edna—Edwin Klockars' daughter and Rossellini's ex-wife—and Rossellini's

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=br.AbrZAIr1WZT-L33x-92w7jaY_lNidokvuehDNj4CM8qq810JLY92pppyKdxnZkTf35RxmW6VoNkYPg_U560jR0WRYJGHb1xqJGOMta-AWaRp9mf0yjcTi7XX7MKwm6UxSOxgQW82jebCv9EO0N8l4Ij1T4tu360tD1UGjpckCmBVUu2Ohg2TrysXxdv21s3yLOBUYv6Orz7__Ko2WXCMJQ7MU9pqroCOiIjnAOIQcsO0ilJAlsGvR72k7ZVXRUY_HY0&type=1&ref=page_internal
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grandson intends to turn it into a marijuana dispensary. Mohr's and Grubbs'
eviction notices were served the day after the 2016 election, when recreational
marijuana was legalized in California.

"Precarious I" performer at Klockars | PHOTO: MARGO MORTIZ

After losing the use of the shop as a venue, Mohr realized she needed to re-
conceive the project. She was hosted a performance of "Precarious I" at Klockars
in January, and the same dancers—four men and two women—have been working
together since August 2016 as an ensemble.

While the dancers will be the same, Mohr’s concept of the upcoming performance
is a “translation, not a recreation” of the prior work. 



“Klockars had real hazards the dancers had to be aware of,” Mohr said. “It's dirty—
the floor is literally dirt—and there are rusty, heavy machinery and tools scattered
throughout.”

One of the conceptual themes Mohr intends to reflect on in "Precarious" is a
certain kind of nostalgia for something that people didn’t actually have a
relationship with. That nostalgia takes the audience back to the old days of San
Francisco, when Klockars was a bustling blacksmithing operation in the midst of
Rincon Hill's carriage trade, or even the more recent past, when artists could
afford to thrive in the city.

Map of "Precarious!" Walking Tour. | IMAGE: LISA RUTH ELLIOTT

Mohr is working with Shaping San Francisco
(http://www.shapingsf.org/about/index.html) to create a walking tour that
begins at Klockars and explores some of the more poignant labor history sites in

http://www.shapingsf.org/about/index.html


the city.

With an an online portfolio of historical photos and stories about the city at
FoundSF.org (http://foundsf.org), the organization is dedicated to telling the
stories in SF history that wouldn’t be included in textbooks: stories of ordinary
people who made an impact through small decisions in their neighborhood, or the
ways workers shaped the city, co-director Lisa Ruth Elliott told us. 

The walking tour associated with "Precarious" builds off previous Shaping San
Francisco’s walking tours, but also incorporates new material, including the initial
stop at Klockars and a stop at the location of the Second Street Cut, where teams
of men with picks and shovels filled carts pulled by horses to cut 87 feet in
elevation off the hill on Second Street, Elliott said.

It also include performances by the Community Music Center Aquatic Park Older
Adult Choir, (http://sfcmc.org/adults/older-adult-choir-program/#aquatic)
directed by Beth Wilmurt.

http://foundsf.org/
http://sfcmc.org/adults/older-adult-choir-program/#aquatic


Second Street before the cut in 1868. | PHOTO: CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

(HTTP://WWW.FOUNDSF.ORG/INDEX.PHP?TITLE=2ND_ST._CUT)

Standalone and package tickets are available on CounterPulse’s website
(http://www.counterpulse.org/event/precarious/). The walking tours will be
held on Friday and Saturday afternoons, and performances of Precarious at
CounterPulse will be at 8pm on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

http://www.foundsf.org/index.php?title=2nd_St._Cut
http://www.counterpulse.org/event/precarious/

